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How much hydrogen is in green steel?
Özge Özgün1, Xu Lu2, Yan Ma 1✉ and Dierk Raabe 1✉

Hydrogen-based reduction of iron ores is the key technology for future sustainable ironmaking, to mitigate the CO2 burden from
the steel industry, accounting for ~7–8% of all global emissions. However, using hydrogen as a reductant prompts concerns about
hydrogen embrittlement in steel products. This raises the question of how much hydrogen remains from green ironmaking in the
metal produced. We answer this question here by quantifying the amount of hydrogen in iron produced via two hydrogen-based
ironmaking processes, namely, direct reduction and plasma smelting reduction. Results suggest no threat of hydrogen
embrittlement resulting from using hydrogen in green steel production.
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Steel is the most important metallic material in terms of versatility
(>3500 grades) and production quantity (1.95 billion tons in
20211), serving in construction, energy conversion, infrastructure,
transport, safety, and appliances, etc. However, the steel industry
stands for about 7–8% of the global CO2 emissions, making it the
largest cause of global warming2. Particularly, the primary steel
synthesis, responsible for about two thirds of today’s global steel
market, is highly CO2-intensive owing to the use of fossil
reductants (such as coal, coke, or natural gas) to reduce iron
oxides3. It emits on average ~1.9 tons of CO2 per ton of crude
steel4. Because of the growing global steel demand and its
longevity (often >50 years in construction and >25 years in
machines5), the volume made via primary synthesis will remain on
a similar level as today during the next decades. Thus, alternative
synthesis methods with drastically reduced CO2 emissions must
be urgently developed to overcome the decarbonization chal-
lenge for steel6.
Hydrogen-based reduction processes have qualified in recent

years as possible alternatives, provided that a sufficient amount of
green hydrogen is available and economically viable7–9. In this
case, the by-product of the redox reaction is water. Hydrogen-
based reduction works with solid and liquid oxides, where the
former is referred to as hydrogen-based direct reduction (HyDR)10

and the latter as hydrogen plasma smelting reduction (HPSR)11. In
both processes, hydrogen not only reduces iron oxides but can
also get trapped inside the produced metal. The latter effect has
fueled concerns about the amount of hydrogen remaining in
green steel, as even a few ppm of diffusible and weakly trapped
hydrogen can have an enormously embrittling effect, particularly
on advanced high-strength steels, leading to catastrophic fail-
ure12,13. This detrimental phenomenon, known as hydrogen
embrittlement, has been studied for nearly 150 years14. Different
mechanisms have been explored as possible causes for this
effect15, including hydrogen-enhanced localized plasticity16,17,
hydrogen-enhanced decohesion18, hydrogen adsorption-induced
dislocation emission19, hydrogen-enhanced strain-induced
vacancy formation20. For all these potential internal damaging
mechanisms, the types of hydrogen traps inside the material are
of high relevance21. Here, hydrogen traps refer to microstructural
features, which absorb and capture hydrogen atoms22.
Thus, the use of hydrogen creates a nexus between sustainable

steel production and hydrogen embrittlement. This concern must

be taken seriously because steel serves as the backbone material
in safety-critical components and green steel that is not safe
would be useless. Motivated by this conflict, we study here two
key questions that need to be answered before implementing
hydrogen as a reductant at the industrial scale for green steel
production: (1) How much hydrogen is in green steel? (2) Will
green steel suffer from severe hydrogen embrittlement? To
answer these questions, we investigate the concentration of
residual hydrogen in iron produced by hydrogen-based ironmak-
ing processes using thermal desorption spectroscopy.
The HyDR on commercial direct-reduction hematite pellets was

conducted at 900 °C under a pure hydrogen atmosphere using a
thermogravimetry setup. After isothermal holding at this tem-
perature for approximately 690 s, the reduction degree reached
~99%, suggesting completion of reduction, Fig. 1a. The XRD result
confirmed that the HyDR product consisted of mainly α-Fe and a
minor trace of magnetite (~1.5 wt.%), Fig. 1b. The typical
microstructure of the HyDR product is shown in Fig. 1c. It revealed
a porous structure, with a porosity of 45.0 ± 4.0%. The average size
of the micro-pores was 2.97 ± 1.94 µm, and some nano-pores were
also observed with an average size of 269 ± 167 nm (Fig. 1h).
These acquired pores evolved during reduction due to the net
volume loss caused by the removal of oxygen. Thus, the HyDR
product is also called sponge iron. The elemental maps probed by
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (e.g., Si, Al, Ca, and Mg in Fig.
1d–g, respectively) revealed the inherited gangue inclusions and
their heterogeneous distribution in the HyDR product. Due to the
thermodynamic constraints, i.e., their higher affinity to oxygen
(compared with hydrogen and iron)23, these elements were hardly
reduced and remained as complex oxide compounds24. The grain
size of the reduced sponge iron was in a wide range of
0.02–30.50 µm2, as quantified using electron backscatter diffrac-
tion (see Supplementary Fig. 1). Low-angle grain boundaries
(rotation angle <15°, composed of dislocation arrays) constituted
the major type of planar defects with an area density of 0.61 µm/
µm2, while the density of high-angle grain boundaries (rotation
angle >15°) was 0.19 µm/µm2 (see Supplementary Fig. 1). Several
high-angle grain boundaries are exemplarily shown in Fig. 1i. No
dislocations were observed within the grain interior (Fig. 1i). All
these observed microstructure defects, e.g., pores25, residual
magnetite26, gangue oxides27,28, high-angle grain boundaries29–31,
dislocations in low-angle grain boundaries31, etc., could potentially
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trap hydrogen in the HyDR iron. After melting the sponge iron in
an arc furnace, the solidified iron became compact (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 2). Some gangue inclusions (mainly SiO2) with spherical
morphology remained after melting, homogeneously distributed
in the solidified iron. The HPSR product revealed a similar
microstructure to the melted sponge iron (Supplementary Fig. 2).
Figure 2a shows the hydrogen desorption spectra of the

samples during continuous heating at a ramping rate of 1000 °C/h.
The HyDR product in its as-reduced solid state possessed the
highest amount of hydrogen compared with the same sample
after melting (HyDR+melt) and the HPSR product, as shown by
the largest area below its desorption spectrum. By integrating the
spectrum, the average hydrogen content in the HyDR product was
evaluated to be 39.90 ± 9.00 wppm (Fig. 2b). The measurement
results from both ramping (solid square) and rapid heating (open
circle) tests were in good agreement. To identify the hydrogen
trapping sites, the hydrogen desorption spectra were deconvo-
luted into four peaks, as shown in Fig. 2d for the ramping rate of
1000 °C/h. The activation energies of the individual peaks were
determined to be 4.32 ± 0.31, 15.15 ± 4.10, 59.14 ± 20.13, and
126.07 ± 7.04 kJ/mol using the Kissinger method32 (Fig. 2e, details
in Supplementary Method section). These values correspond to
the theoretically determined activation energies for (1) hydrogen
desorbed from the body-centered cubic iron lattice33,34 and
hydrogen release from surface iron hydroxides; (2) high-angle
grain boundaries and dislocations (constituting the low-angle
grain boundaries)35,36; (3) nano-pore and iron oxide (Fe3O4)28,37;
and (4) remaining gangue inclusions (e.g. SiO2, Al2O3, etc.)28,
respectively (see Supplementary Table 1). Figure 2f shows the
amount of hydrogen at these individual trapping sites. The results
confirm that the complex defect substructures of the sponge iron
offer multiple types of hydrogen trapping sites, capable of storing

high amounts of hydrogen in the as-reduced HyDR solid-state
material, namely, about 40 wppm.
When additionally melting the as-reduced HyDR product, its

high hydrogen content drastically dropped to 1.46 ± 0.50 wppm
(Fig. 2b), 96% below its value after the preceding solid-state
reduction process. This additional melting step of the iron sponge
is meant to mimic the subsequent steelmaking process where the
sponge is transformed into a liquid, in an electric arc furnace or in
a basic oxygen converter. Such a strong hydrogen removal effect
can be attributed to: (1) outgassing of hydrogen from the liquid
iron to the argon-filled furnace chamber, where the driving force
comes from the difference in hydrogen concentration between
liquid iron and the gas phase38; (2) removal of the relevant
trapping sites of hydrogen during the melting process, such as
pores (via liquefaction) and gangue oxides (via slag formation).
The same principles also apply to the liquid-state HPSR process,
explaining its very low hydrogen content of 0.98 ± 0.50 wppm.
During conventional metallurgical processes, hydrogen uptake

from slag formers, air humidity, steel scrap, etc. can occur38,39. Its
average content in hot metal ranges from 5–8 wppm processed
through the blast furnace (BF), basic oxygen furnace (BOF), and
electric arc furnace routes40,41, which are the standard processes
today. When deploying a subsequent vacuum degassing step, the
hydrogen content can be reduced even further to 1–2 wppm38. As
demonstrated in this study, green steel produced via hydrogen-
based metallurgical reduction processes contains only 1–2 wppm
hydrogen in its final liquid form, prior to its delivery to customers.
This is a similar (low) level as steels processed via the currently
most advanced (and expensive) vacuum degassing technology.
Thus, the results suggest that using hydrogen in green steel
production is not creating any threat of hydrogen embrittlement.
However, hydrogen uptake in green steel can also occur in certain
downstream processing and/or application environments, much

Fig. 1 Hydrogen-based direct reduction kinetics and microstructure of reduced iron. a Reduction degree of hydrogen-based direct
reduction (HyDR) of a hematite pellet at 900 °C. b Phase identification from X-ray diffraction of the HyDR product (M stands for magnetite).
c Secondary electron (SE) image of characteristic microstructure of reduced sponge iron. d–g Corresponding elemental maps of Si, Al, Ca, and
Mg of (c) probed by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). h SE image highlighting a nano-pore. i Electron channeling contrast imaging
(ECCI) showing high-angle grain boundaries.
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like for any steel produced via the conventional BF-BOF route. This
can happen for instance during pickling and galvanizing42, storage
and transport, when steel products are exposed to hydrogen-rich
corrosive environments42–45. Yet, such downstream hydrogen
uptake, which may in certain cases lead to hydrogen embrittle-
ment in high-strength steels, is independent of the origin of the
production of the raw material (conventional fossil fuel or green
hydrogen as reductants). In either case, protective coatings and
adequate microstructure design can be effective measures to
improve the steels’ resistance to hydrogen embrittlement13,46.
In summary, we applied thermal desorption spectroscopy to

evaluate the hydrogen content in virgin iron produced via two
hydrogen-based ironmaking processes, namely, HyDR (solid-state
reduction) and HPSR (liquid-state reduction). The complex defect
structures in the HyDR sponge iron product trapped high amounts of
hydrogen (~40 wppm). This high hydrogen content was drastically
reduced by subsequent melting in an arc furnace, mainly through a
degassing mechanism, to a level of 1–2wppm. The HPSR product
contained a very low hydrogen content of 0.98 ± 0.50 wppm
immediately after the plasma smelting reduction. Compared with
the steel produced via conventional processes followed by vacuum
treatment (with a hydrogen content of 1–2wppm), green steel
produced via hydrogen-based ironmaking processes can reach a

similar level of hydrogen. Thus, using hydrogen as a reductant for
future sustainable steel production is not expected to be a cause of
hydrogen embrittlement.

METHODS
Materials and process
Commercial hematite pellets were used in this study. HyDR was
conducted in a laboratory thermogravimetry analysis set-up47. The
pellets were exposed to pure hydrogen gas (purity of 99.999%) at
900 °C for 1 h. The heating rate was 5 °C/s. The flow rate of
hydrogen gas was 30 L/h. The details of hematite pellets and the
HyDR procedures were described elsewhere48. Subsequently, ~6
grams of HyDR product were melted in an arc furnace (inner
volume of 18 L) with a tungsten electrode under the pure Ar
atmosphere for three times. Each melting cycle lasted for 65 s.
Moreover, hematite pellets (~12 g) were processed by HPSR in the
same arc furnace with a gas mixture of Ar–10%H2 at a total
pressure of 900 mbar, which was operated in 15 cycles. In each
cycle, the sample was exposed to an electric arc with hydrogen
plasma for one minute. The pellets were simultaneously melted
and reduced. After individual cycles, the furnace chamber was
replenished with the fresh gas mixture49.

Fig. 2 Hydrogen uptake during hydrogen-based ironmaking processes. a Hydrogen desorption spectra of the HyDR, HyDR+melt, and HPSR
samples measured by hot extraction tests with a constant ramping rate of 1000 °C/h. b Average hydrogen content (solid square) from
measurements obtained for three constant ramping rates of 800, 1000, and 1200 °C/h. These values are denoted as ‘Ramping’. The
corresponding error bars represent the standard deviation from the three measurements. The figure shows for reference also the hydrogen
content measured by rapid heating to 800 °C at a heating rate of ~800 °C/min (open circle), followed by isothermal holding for 15min. This
value is denoted as ‘Rapid’. c Comparison of the hydrogen contents along the conventional metallurgical (BF stands for blast furnace, BOF for
basic oxygen furnace, EAF for electric arc furnace, VAD for vacuum arc degassing) and hydrogen-based metallurgical processes. The
corresponding error bars represent the standard deviation from data reported in the literature studies and measurements in the present
study. d Deconvolution of hydrogen desorption spectrum of the HyDR product. e. Kissinger plots for the four deconvoluted peaks at ramping
rates of 800, 1000, and 1200 °C/h, where Tp stands for the peak temperature of the deconvoluted peaks and Φ for the ramping rate. Details for
the Kissinger method are in the Supplementary Method section. f Hydrogen contents corresponding to the four deconvoluted peaks.
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Microstructural characterization
Disc-shaped specimens with a thickness of 1.0–1.5 mm were sliced
from the middle of the produced iron using a diamond wire saw.
The surfaces were ground with SiC papers down to 4000 grit.
Subsequently, the surfaces were polished using diamond suspen-
sions with a particle size of 3 µm and 1 µm, followed by final
polishing using colloidal silica suspension (OPS). The microstruc-
ture of samples was characterized using a Zeiss Merlin scanning
electron microscope (SEM). The 2D porosity analysis of the HyDR
sample was performed on 15 SE images using ImageJ software for
statistics. The elemental distribution was probed by energy-
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). In addition, electron back-
scatter diffraction (EBSD) was conducted to characterize the
crystallographic information (e.g., grain size and types of grain
boundaries). The step size of the EBSD measurement was 100 nm
and the EBSD data were analyzed using the software OIM
AnalysisTM V8.6. Further, X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was
employed to identify the phases using Seifert Theta/Theta
diffractometer equipped with cobalt Kα radiation. The phase
fractions were quantified by the Rietveld refinement method
using the Material Analysis Using Diffraction (MAUD) software50.

Thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS)
To quantify hydrogen content and to investigate hydrogen trapping
behavior in different samples, TDS measurements were conducted
using G4 Pheonix DH equipment (Bruker Co.). The samples were
heated up to 800 °C using an infrared furnace with either three
constant heating rates (i.e., 800, 1000, and 1200 °C/h) or a rapid
heating procedure (within 1min). A mass spectrometer precisely
recorded the current flow of desorbed hydrogen, and the
integration of this current flow yielded the total hydrogen content.
The gap between the sample preparation and the measurement of
hydrogen content was about two to four weeks. This period concurs
with the shipment or storage durations of the semi-products (here,
sponge iron) usually for downstream processing.

DATA AVAILABILITY
The data presented in this article are available upon request to the authors.
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